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Primary Claims - the Plural and NumP

● Prominent view in the literature- complementary distribution between numeral classifier and plural
inflection (Greenberg 1976, Chierchia 1998a, b, Borer 2005 a.o.).

● We study an underexplored language with numeral classifiers - Magahi (Eastern Indo-Aryan
family) - that also has an additive plural, just like the English -s.

● Our main claim is that the additive plural in Magahi is a monovalent plural feature, appearing in a
nominal structure that lacks a separate Number(P), following diagnostics taken from Wiltschko
(2008).
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Contd...

● We then go on to show that a similar structure is also found in Bangla, another EIA language,
though there are non-trivial differences too in the representation of the plural feature.

● Our presentation ends with a comparison with Chinese and Korean which have also been reported
to have plural markers. The cross-linguistic comparison strengthens our claim that additive plurals
are possible in numeral classifier languages, and they may appear without a Num(P).
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The area covered...

Map of EIA Language Belt
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The -an marker in Magahi

● Magahi has an optional plural marker -an. With -human and -animate nouns, it attaches
obligatorily to a definite marker -y. Bare nouns without the plural marker are kind/indefinites.

(1) a. bakri-*(y)-(an) b. bakri
goat-*(D)-AN goat
‘The goats’ (Def) ‘Goat’ (Kind; Indef)

(2) a. kursi-*(y)-(an) b. kursi
chair-*(D)-AN chair
‘The chairs’ (Def) ‘Chair’ (Kind; Indef)
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Contd...
● With -an appearing with the definite marker -y, the numeral also appears with a definite marker -o.

(3) a. paanch-o kursi-y-an b. paanch-o bakri-y-an
five-D chair-D-AN five-D goat-D-AN
‘The five chairs’ (Def) ‘The five goats’ (Def)

● In cases with a missing -an, the classifier -go is seen along with the numeral, yielding an indefinite
reading.

(4) a. paanch-go kursi b. paanch-go bakri
five-Cl chair five-Cl goat
‘Five chairs’ (Indef) ‘Five goats’ (Indef)
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Contd...

● With +human nouns, -an appears with or without an accompanying definite marker. The N+an
combination receives an indefinite reading, while the N+D+an combination gets a definite reading.

(5) a. laik-an b. laik-w-an
boy-AN boy-D-AN
‘Boys’ (Indef) ‘The boys’ (Def)
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Contd...
● When definite +human nouns are counted with numerals, the following become obligatory- (i) the

definite marker -w on the noun, and (ii) the definite marker -o on the numeral.

(6) paanch-o laik-w-an
five-D boy-D-AN
‘The five boys’

● In the case of indefinites, they can co-occur with the numeral classifier -go.

(7) paanch-go laik-an
five-Cl boy-AN
‘Five boys’
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Observations: -an and the +D, +H(uman) support 

(i) -an appears on -human and -animate nouns with the help of a +D feature, and on +human
nouns with the help of a +H feature.

(ii) When -an appears with a definite marker, then the numeral must appear with a definite marker;
with indefinite +human nouns, the numeral classifier denoting an indefinite reading is allowed.
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-an as Additive Plural

● Three evidences to certify -an as an additive plural: (i) -an triggers (optional) number
agreement on adjectives. Note that henceforth, we gloss -an as a Pl(ural).

(8) a. gork-an laik-w-an b. tutal-k-an kursi-y-an
fair-Pl boy-D-Pl broken-Nmlz-Pl chair-D-Pl
‘The fair boys’ ‘The broken chairs’

● Contrast with -

(9) a. gor-kaa laik-waa b. tutal-kaa kursi-yaa
fair-Nmlz boy-D broken-Nmlz chair-D
‘The fair boy’ ‘The broken chair’
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Contd...

● The second diagnostic is that -an fails to attach to mass nouns.

(10) a. ek-bighaa zameen b. char-bighaa zameen-*an
one-bighaa land Four-bighaa land-*Pl
‘One bighaa of land’ ‘Four bighaas of land’

(11) a. ek-chipli bhaat b. chaar-chipli bhaat-*an
one-plate rice four-plate rice-*Pl
‘A plate of rice’ ‘Four plates of rice’
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Contd...

● Finally, the -an marker in Magahi also gives an additive plural reading when attached to a proper
noun/name, and not an ‘associative reading’ (12).

(12) Jyoti-an
Jyoti-Pl
‘Jyotis (multiple people by the name of Jyoti)’/*’Jyoti and family’
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A representation for -an

● The presence of an additive plural in Magahi challenges a prevalent view in the literature about the
complementarity between classifiers and plural inflection .

● Chierchia (1998a, b) claims that some languages have only mass nouns, which cannot be
pluralized. Therefore, these languages have classifiers and not additive plurals.
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Contd...

● Borer (2005) claims that all nouns in all languages are
essentially mass nouns. The individuation semantics
comes from either classifiers or additive plurals.

● Thus, Pl/Cl occupy the same structural position in the
nominal structure, shown in (13).
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Contd...

● Magahi facts cannot be explained by Borer’s analysis as it has an additive plural, despite being a
classifier language, and it also allows the two to co-exist on +human nouns.

● The challenge is to posit a representation with both the numeral classifier and the additive plural,
since DIV alone cannot manage the two.

● What we need to figure out is whether a NumP is required to host the plural marker.
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-an without a NumP

● To accomplish this task, we use certain diagnostics used by Wiltschko (2008). Wiltschko claims
that plurals have two separate representations - as a plural feature either appearing on a Num head
(aka ‘head plural’), or as appearing in a Num-less NP (aka ‘modifying plural’).
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Contd...

● Further following Kim and Melchin (2018), the NumP-hosted plural feature is bivalent (+/-
plural); a NumP-less plural feature is monovalent (plural).
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Contd...
● The first diagnostic for identifying ‘head’ vs. ‘modifying’ plural status: with ‘NumP-plural’, agreement is

obligatory, whereas, with ‘NumP-less plural’, agreement is optional (15a-c).

● Magahi has optional agreement which shows that it is a modifying plural.

(15) a. gor-k-an laik-an b. gor-kaa laik-an
fair-Nmlz-Pl boy-Pl fair-Nmlz boy-Pl
‘Fair boys’ ‘Fair boys’

c. gor-k-an laikaa
Fair-Nmlz-Pl boy
‘Fair boys’
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Contd...
● Second diagnostic: With ‘NumP-plural’, the absence of plural marker yields obligatory singular

reading but with ‘NumP-less plural’, nouns receive a number-neutral reading.

● In Magahi, -an marker is always interpreted as plural, but its absence gives a generic/kind
(indefinite) reading to the noun.

(16) a. laika-an b. laikaa
boy-Pl boy
‘Boys’ ‘Boy’

(17) a. bakri-y-an b. bakri
goat-D-Pl goat
‘The goats’ ‘Goat’
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Contd...

● Third diagnostic: There are pluralia tantum nouns with ‘NumP-plural’, but with ‘NumP-less
plural’, pluralia tantum nouns are not possible.

● Magahi also behaves like a ‘modifying plural’ language as it has no pluralia tantum nouns.

(18) a. kainchi b. kainchi-y-an
scissor scissors-D-Pl
‘A pair of scissors’            ‘Multiple pairs of scissors’
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Representation for -an
● For -human/-animate and +human nouns:

(19) a.
b.
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Contd...
● When the +human noun is indefinite, the nP can be selected by DIVP hosting the classifier.

(20)
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Comparison with Bangla

● Question of interest: Is Magahi uniquely placed within the Eastern Indo-Aryan belt with a plural
inflection that does not depend on NumP?

● Compare with Bangla- a neighboring EIA numeral classifier language.

(21) a. teen-Te/jon chele b. teen-Te boi
three-Cl boy three-Cl book
‘Three boys’ ‘Three books’
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Contd...

● Bangla also has two plural markers : ‘-raa’ and ‘gulo’

(22) a. chele b. chele-raa c. chele-gulo
boy boy-RAA boy-GULO
‘Boy’ ‘Boys’ ‘Boys’
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Contd...

● -raa always yields an associative meaning, while -gulo always has an additive plural
interpretation.

(23) a. Jaya-raa b. Jaya-gulo
jaya-RAA jaya-GULO
‘Jaya and associates’ ‘Multiple Jayas’ (-honorific/derogatory)

● From here on, we concentrate on -gulo due to its ability to function as an additive plural.
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Bangla plural  -gulo

● -gulo functions as an additive plural on count nouns.

(24) caal-gulo
rice-GULO
‘Grains of rice’

● However, -gulo is also seen on mass nouns as well.

(25) a. bhaat-gulo b. jol-gulo
rice-GULO water-GULO
‘Rice (Pl)/plates of rice’ ‘Water (Pl)/water containers’
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Contd...

● Consider the ‘rice grain’ and ‘boiled rice’ contrast again -

(26) a. ek ek kore caal-gulo phele de
one one by rice grain-GULO throw give.LV
‘(You) throw the rice grains one by one’

b. *ek ek kore bhaat-gulo phele de
one one by rice-GULO throw give.LV
i.‘*(You) throw away the cooked rice one by one’
ii. ‘You throw away the plates of cooked rice one by one’
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Contd...

● Some recent research on -gulo, while acknowledging its additive plural semantics, proposes a
Num head as its host (Biswas 2013).

● Biswas also posits a null Cl(assifier) in the structure with the function to individuate. However,
there is little motivation provided for the presence of a null classifier and the strict prohibition of
an overt classifier.

(27) *teen-Te/jon chele-gulo
three-Cl boy-GULO

‘Three boys’
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Bangla: NumP-plural or NumP-less plural? 

● There is also no evidence provided in the existing literature for a Bangla Num-plural.

● Indeed, applying the ‘NumP-plural’ versus ‘NumP-less plural’ tests reveal some interesting results.

● -gulo gives mixed results with number agreement; there is no number agreement on adjectives.

(28) a. forʃaa chhele b. forʃaa chhele-gulo
fair boy fair boy-GULO
‘Fair boy’ ‘Fair boys’
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Contd...

● But, quantifiers marked with -gulo obligatorily have plural bound pronominals.

(29) a. onek chele taar/taader laptop eneche
many boy his/their laptop brought
‘Many boys brought his/their laptop(s)’

b. onek-gulo chele *taar/taader laptop eneche
many-GULO boy *his/their laptop brought
‘Many boys brought their laptop(s)’ (Biswas 2013)
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Contd...

● Moreover, nouns without -gulo can give both generic and singular readings, contingent on the
aspect and tense of the sentences.

(30) a. goru ghaas khaai b. goru ghaas kheye phello
cow grass eat cow grass eat past
‘Cows eat grass’ (generic) ‘A cow has eaten the grass’ (singular)
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Contd...

● In Bangla, there are no cases of pluralia tantum nouns. 

(31) a. kaanchi b. kaanchi-gulo
scissor scissor-GULO
‘A pair of scissors’ ‘Multiple pairs of scissors’
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Contd...

● The conflicting results of these diagnostics inform us that -gulo may occupy different positions in
the nominal structure.

(32) a. [DP D [nP n-gulo] NP]]

b. [DP D [NumP Num-gulo [nP] NP]]]
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Comparison with Chinese and Korean

● The NumP-plural/Num-less plural question for additive plurals extends to Chinese and Korean as
well.

● To begin with Chinese, a numeral classifier language, its plural morpheme -men attached to
[+human] nouns is considered as either a ‘collective’ marker (Lu 1948, Iljic 1994 a.o.), or an
‘additive’ plural (Li 1999), and sometimes as an associative plural (Jiang 2020).

(33) XiaoQiang-men
XiaoQiang-MEN
‘XiaoQiang and the others/ multiple instances of Xiao Qiang’
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Contd...

● It mostly co-occurs with the classifier when the plural marker attaches to [+D] nouns and precedes the
classifier (34).

(34) wo  qing ta-men/XiaoQiang-men sange chifan
I     invite them/XiaoQiang-MEN    three-Cl eat 
‘I invited them/XiaoQiang and two others (in the group) three-Cl  to eat’

● Three properties of Chinese -men: 
(i) has optional additive plural semantics,
(ii) attaches to +D, 
(iii) precedes the numeral classifier.  
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Contd...
● The numeral-classifier language Korean also has a plural marker -tul that gives additive plural

reading when it attaches to proper nouns (see Kim and Melchin 2018).

(35) Mary-tul
Mary-Pl
‘Multiple Marys/*Mary and her associates’

● -tul also has dual semantics as when it attaches to pronouns, it gives an associative reading.

(36) ku-tul
(s)he-Pl
‘(s)he and her/his associate/*(s)he-Pl’
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Chinese & Korean Additives: NumP-plural or NumP-less Plural?
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Diagnostics Chinese Korean NumP-Plural/NumP-less 
Plural

1.Number 
Agreement

Absent Optional NumP-less Plural

2. Number 
Neutrality

Present Present NumP-less Plural

3. Pluralia Tantum Absent Absent NumP-less Plural



Conclusion

● Primary contributions of our study:

i) Our study shows that classifier languages have additive plurals.

ii) Each plural form in the EIA belt serves only one function. In Chinese and Korean on the other hand, 

the same marker can be used as both an additive plural as well as an associative plural. 

iii) In terms of representation, additive plurals in most numeral classifier languages are monovalent 

plurals that appear without a NumP.  Bangla additive plurals, however, appear on a Num head in some 

instances. 
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